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Event Report 
Introduction

The ANS student section of the University of California, Berkeley hosted the "A.T.O.M .S. (Adventures Through Open
Minds Science) club for kids" on February 24, 2007 for a day of fun-filled educationa l activities. Approximately 80
students between the ages of seven and twelve attended the event, along with one or two parents each and some with
siblings much younger than seven.
The ATOMScience club is a year-round extracurricular club founded and directed by Les lie Buchalter, who is
dedicated to teaching children about science in a fun, playful way. With her effectiv e teaching methods and contagious
enthusiasm, Leslie teaches children fundamental scientific concepts by using "kid language" and associating usually
difficult ideas with something even the very young children can understand and relate  to. For one of many examples,
the children are taught the existence and properties of fundamental particles by repr esenting three quarks in a nucleon
by three Nerds in a squashed-up jelly bean, where the colors of the candy depends on the properties of the quarks. The
children's solid understanding of fundamental principles continuously proves the success of her teaching style.

Event Summary

The day started with a pizza lunch at the Bear’s Lair on the south side of campus fol lowed by a walk across campus to
Etcheverry Hall. The kids were divided into five groups, Hydrogen, Xenon, Uranium, an d Plutonium (the Plutonium
group was the most popular) and were outfitted with Nuclear Engineering department t-shirts.
Five rooms had been set up with a variety of educational activities as described belo w. Starting in different rooms,
every group visited each room in series for half-hour sessions. The day culminated in  a “graduation” ceremony where
each child received a certificate from Nuclear Engineering department chair Jasmina Vujic conferring upon each the
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title of “Junior Nuclear Engineer.” Professor Vujic invited everyone to apply to Berk eley and quite a few promised to
return.

Sessions
Information Session

Packets of informative material provided by ANS and nuclear science posters were handed out to the kids. Profiles of
nuclear engineering students written in kid-friendly language were provided to studen ts. (See Appendix.) Students
were on hand to answer questions ranging from "How do we know what uranium-235 breaks up into?" to "Does juice
come out of plutonium when it decays?"

Radiation I

This room featured two stations: a radiation station and a cloud chamber station. The  radiation station featured
household radioactive items (smoke detector, Fiestaware) and a Geiger counter. Students were introduced to the
concepts of time, distance, and shielding. Students participated in a short experiment demonstrating the effects of
distance on radiation dose. Students collected data using the Geiger counter and plot ted the results. After the radiation
station, students moved to the cloud chamber station that featured six cloud chambers  on loan from Joel Cehn of the
Health Physics Society. Students set up the cloud chamber and observed particle track s.

Radiation II

This room featured two activities: a demonstration of radioactive decay and half-life , and a decay chain activity. The
radioactive decay activity had students tossing M&Ms into a box and then removing "upside down" M&Ms. Students
logged and plotted the number of remaining M&Ms to demonstrate the concept of half-lives. For the decay chain
activity, entitled "One Big Happy Family", each student was assigned a radionuclide i dentity and provided with
balloons or plastic balls to represent either an alpha or beta particle, respectively , and a can of silly string to represent
gamma rays. While throwing their beta or alpha particles and emitting gamma rays, students competed to find and link
arms with their decay daughter and parent to form decay chains.

Fission

This room featured a brief introduction to fission and nuclear power plants, a mousetrap chain reaction demo, a
mock-up nuclear reactor, and a human chain reaction activity. The brief introduction utilized various animations to
introduce the concepts of fission and nuclear power plants. The mousetrap chain react ion demo used mousetraps and
ping-pong balls to vividly illustrate a chain reaction. The mock-up nuclear reactor c onsisted of a huge basket filled
with water to simulate the pressure vessel and PVC pipes as fuel rods.  Dry ice was used to simulate steam production.
For the human chain reaction activity, everyone in the room (including parents) was g iven two “neutrons” (wadded up
paper) and instructed to throw their “neutrons” when hit by another neutron to further demonstrate a chain reaction.

Fusion

Students were escorted into the former reactor room in the basement of Etcheverry Hal l to tour current experiments
and to view a plasma experiment. The kids were able to see the reactor bay, where the  now decommissioned reactor
used to be, as well as other experimental setups including a hydraulics experiment ni cknamed "the toilet". They also
received a short talk on plasmas and why they are useful and interesting. Graduate st udents showed the kids a
microwave plasma source and an RF plasma source, while explaining how the plasmas were generated in each
experiment. Holding up a fluorescent light bulb next to the RF plasma demonstrated that the plasma could excite the
atoms inside the light bulb.

Feedback

Here are some letters that enthusiastic parents wrote to Leslie Buchalter after the e vent. Names were omitted for
confidentiality reasons.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Hi Leslie,
I just wanted to say what a FANTASTIC time the kids had today. It was a great day. Th e grad students were so
enthusiastic and engaging. [My child] said "That was the best field trip I've ever be en on" -- and it takes a lot to
impress him.
Happy Parent #1
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Leslie is deserving of a HUGE thank you for organizing the field trip to the Berkeley Nuclear Engineering
Department last Saturday.  From our group [list of children] attended.  Many, many gr aduate students volunteered their
time and energy to organize five workshops/tours for the kids that were informative, hands-on, and fun!  The kids (and
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adults!) were engaged and interested the whole time.  Thank you, Leslie, for the time  and effort it must have taken to
make this rare opportunity available to our children.
Happy Parent #2
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Hi Leslie,
Thanks again for organizing a wonderful field trip on Saturday! [My son] really enjoy ed himself and I think learned a
lot too – as did the rest of the family! We really appreciated all the hard work you and the graduate students put into
making this such a great day! We thoroughly enjoyed meeting them and sharing in their  enthusiasm for Nuclear
Engineering. It was also a nice touch having the Dept. Chair there for the awards cer emony. Please pass on our sincere
thanks to the students and faculty for hosting us!
Happy Parent #3

A letter from a child, received in the mail after the event

Pictures
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Lunch at Bear's Lair and Walk Across Campus

 
Lunch at the Bear’s Lair

  
Walking across campus and up the hill

The five groups

Information Session
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Bor-ring! Snore.

Radiation I

 
Time, distance, shielding

 
Cloud chamber demonstration

Radiation II

Radioactive Decay with M&Ms
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Throwing out upside down M&Ms at each “half-life”, collecting data, and plotting data

Decay Chain

  
A Th-232 nucleus with an “alpha particle,” a decay chain emitting gamma rays (silly

string), and the aftermath

Fission

Introduction to Fission and Nuclear Power

 

Mousetrap Chain Reaction
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Getting excited about the mousetrap chain reaction and some fascinated yawning

children

Dr. Stupid’s Reactor

 
A mock-up of a reactor pressure vessel with simulated steam (dry ice)

Human Chain Reaction

 
Before and during human chain reaction

Fusion
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Touring the reactor room and plasma experiments

Graduation Ceremony

Tugging at pant leg

  

 
Professor Vujic handing out “Junior Nuclear Engineer” certificates
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The End

 

 

The Crew
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The "Who's Who" trifold
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